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ABSTRACT

Consider Ln n- 1
1 < < nCnig(Xn:i) for order statistics Xn:i

and let cni-nfi/n(i- 1)/nJdA for some (Lebesgue) $-summable over (0, 1)
function J. Sufficient as well as necessary conditions for limnLn =

1

f JgdA to hold almost surely and in probability are given. Superposition
0
(or Nemytskii) operators have been used to derive the laws of large
numbers for L-statistics from the laws of large numbers in quasi-Banach
function spaces for the empirical distribution functions based on

X1,...,Xn.
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1. Introduction

The strong law of large numbers (SLLN) for L-statistics has been considered in Wellner [19],
Helmers [3], Sen [15], van Zwet [22], and Mason [12]. Most of the results concern sufficient
conditions for the SLLN to hold for broad classes of L-statistics. Necessary and sufficient
conditions are given by Mason [12] for the following special class of L-statistics. For each
nonnegative and nonincreasing function g over T (0,1) and 0 < p < cx, set

for Uniform (0, 1) order statistics Vn: ... Un. n. By the first part of Theorem 1 from [12], we
have that

f tp g(t)dtg) Mp(g) a.8.

T
if and only if

Mp(g) < cxz and Ep(g): /gl/p(t)dt < cx). (1.2)
T
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An analogousresult for a nondecreasing function h and for the appropriately defined L-statistics

Ln(P,h also holds (cf. Theorem 2 from [12]). Then, invoking a boundedness condition on an

arbitrary function J which appears in the weight constants given by cni J(i/(n + 1)), Mason’s
result in conjunction with those obtained by van Zwet [22] and Wellner [19] yield the best known
results (cf. Corollary 1 in [12]). The proof of the main result in [12] relies on the asymptotic
behavior results for order statistics.

Here another approach is used for the same purpose. To prove the law of large numbers for
the L-statistics we firstly establish the law of large numbers for the corresponding empirical df in
the space of measurable functions furnished with a function-norm depending on the weights of the
L-statistics. Secondly, we use the fact that the L-statistic can be considered as an image of the
empirical df by the superposition operator induced by the integral representation of the L-
statistic. This approach leads to sufficient condition s for a broad class of L-statistics which
appear to be necessary when specialized to a subclass closely related with (1.1). These conditions
(the same as in (1.2)) also characterize the SLLN for the empirical df in an appropriate quasi-
Banach function space, and in this way provides an interpretation of (1.2). Moreover, we
complement and improve results obtained by van Zwet [22] and Wellner [19], respectively. The
same approach in addition yields sufficient and necessary (in some sense) conditions for the weak
law of large numbers (WLLN) to hold. To the best of our knowledge the convergence in
probability of L-statistics was not treated in the literature previously. We hope that some of the
results concerning laws of large numbers in quasi-Banach function spaces for empirical df’s stated
in a more general form than are presently needed are of interest in their own right. The use of
the superposition operator for L-statistics seems to be new. The central limit theorem in function
spaces for the empirical process in conjunction with differentiability properties of the
superposition operators has been used in [14] to prove the asymptotic normality of L-statistics.

2. Results

Let Ux,...,Un be iid Uniform (0, 1) rv’s with order statistics Un: 1 <
Lebesgue measure on T- (0, 1). We denote the uniform empirical dfby

< Un: n and let A be

3n(t): Z (0,,](Ui), t G T,
i=1

here and throughout the paper A denotes the indicator function of the set A, and he inverse

niforrn empirical df 1 is the left-continuous function

-l(t)- Un:i, for t ((i-- 1)/n,i/n], i-- 1,...,n.

We wish to consider L-statistics with the weight constants given by

Cni(J):- / JdA,

(i-1)/n

1,..., n,

for some A-summable over T function J often called a score function. We will keep this
assumption on the function J throughout the paper. More general versions of our results for the
larger class of score functions considered in the previous works could have been given here using
the standard approximation procedure. To simplify the presentation of the main ideas in this
paper, such a generalization is not presented here. The choice of the score function is ruled by the
following well-known integral representation of the L-statistic given by
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Ln(J’ g): E Cni(J)g(Un: i) g( 1)gd
=I T

JdA dg(t)
T T

(2.1)

(2.2)

which holds under appropriate assumptions on the existence of the integrals. We will refer to
(2.1) and (2.2) as the first and the second representation of the L-statistic Ln(g,g respectively.
We will say that the L-statistic Ln(J g) satisfies the SLLN (the WLLN) if the relation

lira Ln(J 9)- f gad 

T

holds almost surely (in probability, respectively).

Here we present the results for the case when the rv’s are uniformly distributed and the
function g satisfies the additional assumptions. But the proofs are given in a more general
setting. A positive function g and T is u-shaped if g is nonincreasing on (0, 1/2] and symmetric
about t 1/2. The following statement is a consequence of Theorem 5.2 below.

Corollary 2.1"

satisfies:
Let g be a Borel measurable u-shaped function on T. The L-statistic (2.1)

(1) the SLLN if

g21oga-](t(1- t))) J(t) dt

T

for some c > 1;

(2) the WLLN if

g(Mt(1- t)) J(t) dt <

for every M E (0, 1).
The first part of this statement extends Theorem 2.1 in [22] to nonintegrable functions g. For

example, one can take g(t) l/t(1- t), t T, and the corresponding score function J to conclude
the SLLN.

The main result may be considered to be a general statement in Theorem 6.1 below. The
following consequence is a case of Corollary 6.2.

Corollary 2.2: Let g be a left-continuous and nondecreasing function over T such that
9(1/2) 0 and let 0 < p < oo. Suppose that there exists a finite constant C such that

J(t) <_ C[t(1 t)]p- 1, for -a.a. C T.

Then the L-statistic (2.1) satisfies:

(1) the SLLN if
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Ig(t)]/Pdt<c and :[t(1-t)]p-llg(t) ldt<c; (2.3)
T T

the WLLN if only the second integral in (2.3) is finite.
The necessity of the conditions in (2.3) is treated in Proposition 6.3 under additional as-

sumptions on the score function J. As noted in the introduction, conditions in (2.3) characterize
the validity of the SLLN and the WLLN for the empirical df On in the quasi-Banach function
space Lp(T, dg) (cf. Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 below). In Theorem 6.4 below, one can find yet an-
other sufficient condition for the SLLN for the L-statistic (2.2) to hold which complements the
first part of Corollary 2.2 in the case when p > 1.

Now let us describe the scope of the paper. The next two sections are preparatory. Section 3
is devoted to some properties of superposition operators used here, and Section 4 deals with the
characterization of the laws of large numbers for empirical di’s with sample paths in function
spaces. Another part of the paper is devoted to the laws of large numbers for L-statistics. The
treatment is divided into Sections 5 and 6 depending on whether the first or the second re-

presentation of the L-statistic, respectively, is used.

3. Superposition Operators

The basic tool for what follows is a superposition operator acting between spaces of
measurable functions. We recall here some properties of this operator, and refer to [1] for more
information.

We start with some basic definitions and notations concerning quasi-Banach function spaces
to be used throughout the paper, let (T, tt) be a complete a-finite measurable space and let
M(T,#) be the linear space of all real valued p-measurable functions defined on T, where
functions equal almost everywhere are identified. The mapping I1" II defined on M(T, tt)into
[0, oc] is called a function quasi-norm if I1" II has the following properties:

(1) II f II 0 iff f 0 a.e.,
ll fll-lclllfll,
3<oesuchthat IIf+g

(2) if Igl <_ Ill a.e., then

Given the function quasi-norm I1" II, define the set B(T, mu)= {f E (T,#): II/II < }.
Then ((T,#), I1" II) is a quasi-normed linear space. If is complete, it is called a quasi-
Banach function space. A p-measurable subset To C T is called a carrier of if T\To is the
largest set in the sense of inclusion such that fT\To 0 for every f . Without repeating it

every time we assume that the carrier of any (T, #) to appear below is equal to the whole of T.
Another assumption to be assumed without further reference is that

A B(T, it), VA C T such that #(A) (3.1)

In passing, it may be remarked that in [11], the Banach function space with the condition (3.1)
is said to be a KSthe function space.

Let ((T, #), I1" II) be a quasi-Banach function space and let {fn: n >_ 1} be a sequence
in . We use the property that if.there exists f such that II fn- f II-o0 as n--.oo then
in p-measure. The proof of this fact for the function norm given in Theorem IV.3.1 from [5] can
be extended to the function quasi-norm by invoking the existence of a p-homogeneous, 0 < p < 1,
norm, topologically equivalent to I1" I]. A quasi-Banach function space is said to have an
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order continuous function quasi-norm if it follows from 0 < fn < f in B and fn---O #-a.e. in
othe words, from f.--.O in order) that II fn II 0.

Turning to the definition of the superposition operator, let (.,. be a real valued function
defined on T . A superposition (or Nemytskii) operator is defined by

Cf(t)- (t,f(t)), t E T, (3.2)

and we will refer to ff as to the superposition operator induced by the function . A function is
said to be superposition measurable if the operator maps every measurable function into a
measurable function, i.e., the superposition (t,f(t))is measurable for every measurable function
f. A stronger assumption often made on such operators is that is a Caratheodory function,
namely that (-,x) is measurable for each x E R, and (t,. is continuous for p-almost all t T.

is a nonlinear operator acting between subspaces of (T,/). The basic fact to be used in this
paper is due to Krasnosel’skii [7], (cf. also [8]) and, roughly speaking, says that is continuous
from 1 into 2 if maps every function from 1 into 2" The following statement is a variant
of a more general fact proved in [9] (cf. also [6]), thus we omit the proof.

Theorem 3.1" Let be a Caratheodory function over TR such that the superposition
operator induced by maps a quasi-Banach function space I(T,#) into another quasi-Banach
function space B2(T,#) with the order continuous function quasi-norm. Then c is continuous.

The assumption on to be a Caratheodory function is comparatively strong in the present
context. The advantage of the second representation (2.2) of the L-statistics is that the function
Cj(t, .)- f tJd is continuous for all t T whenever the score function J is integrable. An
analogous attempt to treat the L-statistics given by the first representation (2.1) requires
continuity of g. Therefore, a weaker property of the superposition operator will be used in this
case. Namely, if the function g is Borel measurable then an appropriately defined function Cg (cf.
(5.2) below) is superposition measurable and the induced superposition operator g preserves a
uniform absolute continuity of the function norms. Recall that a subset W in a Banach function
space with the finite measure space (T, #) is said to be of uniformly absolutely continuous norm

(UAC norm) if given e > 0, there exists 8 > 0 such that II fD II < e holds for all f W and for
all D C T such that #(D) < .

Theorem 3.2: Let (T,#) be a finite measure space and let be superposition measurable
function over T x R such that the superposition operator induced by maps a Banach function
space I(T,#) into another Banach function space 2(T,/z) with the order continuous function
norm. Then (b maps every subsets F C 1 of UAS norm into the set in 2 of UAC norm also.

The proof of this statement for Lp spaces is to be found in [1] (Lemma 5.17.3).
this more general setting follows the same lines, and we omit it.

The proof in

4. Empirical Distribution Functions

We will be concerned further in this section with the question of when does the empirical df
satisfy the law of large numbers considered as the normed partial sum of iid stochastic processes
with almost all sample paths in a function space. This is a special case of a more general problem
on the law of large numbers for vector valued rv’s. The characterization of the SLLN for rv’s
with values in an arbitrary (possibly non-separable) Banach space is given by Talagrand [18].
Less is known about the convergence in probability and about the case of the non-Banach space
valued rv’s.

Let X1,... Xn be iid real rv’s on a probability space (fl, Pr) with the df F. We assume that
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F is non-degenerate, i.e., that -o_<a<b<_ +oc, where a: -inf{tE:F(t)>0) and
b" sup{t : F(t) < 1}. Put T TF: (a,b). We will consider the empirical df Fn given by

n

i=1

as a stochastic process with almost all sample paths in a quasi-Banach function space
B- (B(TF,#), I1" II ), where the measure # is assumed to be Radon, i.e., #(Iv, all)< oc for all
compact subsets [c, d] C TF. As usual, the asymptotic behavior of the empirical df Fn near 0 and
1 at the endpoints a and b is of interest. The symmetrization of Fn defined by

_J --:n(t), if E (a, c),
$,(t):

1-F(t), if t [c,b).
(4.1)

for some point c TF, provides a way to joint the analysis of both endpoints, for notational
convenience, we assume c to be a continuity point of the df F such that F(c) 1/2 and put

The representation

m(t): ESn(t { -F(t), if t (a, c),
1 F(t), if t E [c, b).

i--1

where the function defined on TF x TF is given by

(x,. )- { u[’c)’ if x (a, c),

[c,x), if z e [c,b),

is a simple consequence of the definition in (4.1).
Let ((T,#), II" II) be a quasi-Banach function space. For a given real rv X, the

function defines the map o X: = (X,. with values in B. By a standard terminology, the
problem in question is when does the function n satisfy the law of large numbers in B. Since
Fn -F m- Sn, it is convenient to say that the empirical df Fn satisfies the SLLN (the WLLN)
in B if there exists an element h e B such that 11Sn--h 1[ 40 almost surely (in probability,
respectively). Since the convergence with respect to the function quasi-norm yields the
convergence in p-measure, one can conclude that h E$

n = rn whenever the law of large numbers
holds for Fn.

We start with the SLLN in a Banach function space . By Theorem 26 in [18], the empirical
df Fn satisfies the SLLN in if and only if o X is properly measurable, and

X dPr

The proper measurability notion is rather technical, and we refer to [18] for the definition. Since
o pX is a Pr (R) p-measurable function on f T, by Luxembourg-Gribanov’s theorem (cf. e.g.

Theorem 99.2 from [21]), the map 12 9 w- II o X(w)II is Pr-measurable. So, we can simply
drop the asterisk in (4.2). The map o X is scalarly measurable and need not have a separable
valued range in general (cf. the proof of Theorem 1.5 from [2]). Thus, the well-known Bochner
integrability condition for o X is sufficient only (cf. [4]). It should be pointed out before
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proceeding further, that the Banach function space B is separable if and only if the function norm
is order continuous and # is a separable measure. To verify Talagrand’s proper measurability
condition, we will assume that o X is the map with values in an associate space rather than
with values in an arbitrary Banach function space. For a given Banach function space , one can

define the associate space (or K6the dual space) B’ by

’:- {g ](T,p)" S Ifgldp<,
T

Furnished with the associate norm

II g II h: sup{I i fgd#l" II ]" II _< 1}, Vg ’,

’ is a Banach function space also. This is a rather large class of function spaces including
Lebesgue spaces Lp with 1

Now we are ready to deduce the following statement"

Proposition 4.1" Let X be a rv with the df F and let -(8(TF,#) II-II 0 be a Banach
function space. Then the empirical df :n satisfies the SLLN in the associate space ’ if and only
if E Il o X ll ’ < .

Remark: Also one can say that the Banach function space 8 is a Glivenko-Cantelli class if
and only if E II o x II < . Moreover, one can prove in a similar way, the SLLN in an

arbitrary Banach function space 8 if in addition o X is a 8-valued rv with essentially separable
valued range.

Proof: By Theorems 2.6(c) and 22(V) from [18], it is sufficient to prove that the set

Z:- {i fo Xd#: IIf II < 1}
TF

is order bounded, and the following relation

nlirnE II s=- m II h 0 (4.4)

holds. It is obvious that the set Z is order bounded by II o X II. Thus, we must only
establish (4.4). Using the definition of the associate space and Fubini’s theorem, one can deduce
the following inequalities:

(E o S)fd#l. II f II _< 1}

_< ..,.{E j (o X)id. i" Illll _< 1}
_
E I1+o* II -F

(4.5)

This is the only point where the definition of the associate space is used. Choose an arbitrary

> 0. By the integrability assumption, one can find finite numbers at and b such that
ae b

j II +(." )11 h()+ J li +(=.. )11 hs()_ . (4.6)
a b

Thus, by the triangle inequality and (4.5), we have
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We note that

m II < 2E II o X(a, ae)II + 2E II o X(be, b)II

e’ t.TF

and

(X, )l](a, ae) 0 VX > a

b(x, )Q(be, b) 0 Vx < be.

Hence, by (4.6) and by the Glivenko-Cantelli theorem in conjunction with the dominated
convergence theorem, it follows that

nlimE II .- m II 2,

Since is an arbitrary number, this gives us the desired relation (4.4). Proposition 4.1 is proved.l=l

Remark: The finiteness of the right side of (4.5) in conjunction with Theorem 6-1-2 form [17]
yield that o X is Pettis integrable and rn is its Pettis integral.

Now we turn to the non-Banach function space case. In order to develop some feeling for
what can be expected, we will compare the left and the right sides of (4.5) for Lp-space quasi-
norms with 0 < p < o. For all z, t E TF, we have (cf. Lemma 4.1 from [13])

< I(x,t) / Im(t) l,
(x,t)- m(t) {0(a,t](z)- F(t)

> A

Thus, for any function quasi-norm I1" II we hve

EIloX-mll < iff EIloXll < +c and Ilmll <c. (4.7)

The two conditions in the right side of (4.7) are different in general. For example, let U be a

Uniform (0,1) rv and let B- (_p((0,1),u), [1" II p), where # is the Lebesgue-Stieltjes measure
induced by some nonnegative and nonincreasing function and I1" II p is the usual

_
-quasi-normp

Then it follows from the Proposition in the Appendix to [12] that the condition E
is stronger than, equivalent to, or weaker than the condition m E _p depending on whether p > 1,
p- 1, or p < 1, respectively. This suggests that the characterization of the SLLN in the form of
Proposition 4.1 ceases to hold for non-Banach function space valued rv’s.

For given 0 < p, q < o, define the quasi-Banach function space
c b

Lp, q(T, #)"- {f E (T, #):- Ilfll p,q: / /1 Pdl-t)l/P’4-( f f qd)l/q< cx3}.
a c

(4.8)

We shall be content here with the following.

Theorem 4.2: Let X be a rv with the df F and let the quasi-Banach function space

p,q(TF, I.t), 0 < p, q < cx3 be as above. Then the empirical df :n satisfies the SLLN in _p,q if
and only if
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E II o X- II p,q < (:x3. (4.9)

Proof: Assume that the SLLN holds in Lp, q. Hence II -m II-0 almost surely as
Then the standard argument based on the Borel-Cantelli lemma implies (4.9).

Conversely, assume that (4.9) holds. Choose arbitrary numbers A, B such that
a < A < B < b and put A A(A,B): (A,B). Denote by p,q the constant which appears in
the triangle inequality for the quasi-norm II II p,q. Then we have

_sup [fl:.()-F()lrrt II p,q <- tZp, q II azx II r,,a TF

+ %, q[ II nOAc II p, q + if mOx= l[ r,, q]"

By the Glivenko-Cantelli theorem and (4.9) and due to the order continuity of the function quasi-
norm I1" II p,q, one can conclude that

lira II n- m II < S:2p, lirn lirn II nUZX( II q,n--oo P’ q q Aa, BTb n--oo A, B) P,

By the definition of I1" II p,q, we have

a.s. (4.10)

II nnA(a,)II p,q II :n(a, Al II r, + II (1 -IF,,,)IItB, b II q"

The two terms in the right side can be treated separately in an analogous manner. Thus, we will
consider only the first of them. If p >_ 1, then by the SLLN in the Banach function space
Lp((a, A], /Z) (cf. Proposition 4.1) and by the order continuity of the function norm I1" II p, we
have

Assume now p < 1.
can conclude that

limAla n--.oolim II :n(a,A] 11 p liAma II m(a,A] II p o, a.s.

Since the function tp- is nonincreasing, by the mean value theorem, one

A A

II :n(a,A] II f 2FP(t)/Z(dr) A- / Zn(t)Fp- l(t)/z(dt ).

Due to the SLLN in the space Ll((a,A],p) with the measure p- Fp- l/z, it follows that

A

limAa noclim / :nFp ld/z lirnAla II m(a, A] I[ l O, a.s.

a

These give us that the right side of (4.10) is zero almost surely and the proof of the theorem is
completed. !-!

Now we proceed to the question of the convergence in probability of the empirical df in quasi-
Banach function spaces. An application of Daniel’s theorem in conjunction with the Glivenko-
Cantelli theorem gives us necessary and sufficient conditions in this case. Only for th sake of
simplicity we pose a condition on the function quasi-norm which implies measurability of

II o X I1" Namely, for a given function quasi-norm I1" II, assume that for every subset A C T
of finite p-measure there exists a finite constant CA such that the inequality

II fllA II <_ c/ fld#
A
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holds for all f. Then, letting AnTT for any sequence of subsets with finite p-measure, we arrive
to the desired measurability of the map 9 w II o X(w)II whenever the function quasi-norm is
order continuous. It is clear that this condition is satisfied by the quasi-Banach function space

Lp, q-Spaces with 0 < p, q < oc.

Theorem 4.3: Let X be a rv with the df F and let I1" [[ be an order continuous function
quasi-norm on A(TF,#) as above. Then the empirical df :n satisfies the WLLN in

(a(TF, "), II II) if and only if m .
Proof: Assume that the empirical df =n satisfies the WLLN in . Then there exists a

subsequence {n: k E } such that II Snk -h II 40 almost surely for some h e B. This implies the
convergence Snk- h l---*O in p-measure almost surely, and hence m h G B.

Conversely, assume that m ( . choose an arbitrary number e > 0. By Daniel’s theorem,
there exists a positive number Ae < c such that

F.() .()
Pr({suPTte F(t) > Ae})+ Pr({sup > })< e.

fi T 1 F(t)
Due to the order continuity of the function quasi-norm, one can find real numbers A and B such
that a < A < B < b and

This yields the inequality

II mTF\[A,B II < /2,

P({ II .- II > }) _< + Pr({ II U[A,B] II s?P]Fn(t)- F(t)[ > e/2g}).

An appeal to the Glivenko-Cantelli theorem completes the proof of the theorem, l’]

By the WLLN for Banach space valued rv’s (cf. e.g. Theorem V.9.1 from [20]), one can
conclude that for the empirical df Fn to satisfy the WLLN in 8, the condition

lira $Pr({ II o X- m II > )) 0 (4.11)

is sufficient if and only if the Banach space [ is of q-stable type and is necessary in an arbitrary
Banach space. Thus, it would not be out of place to compare (4.11) with the condition m B for
the Banach function space ]. Since the following statement is not a principal result, the proof
will be given for uniformly distributed rv’s.

Proposition 4.4: Let U be uniformly distributed on T = (0, 1) and let be a function Banach
space with order continuous norm II" II. Then the condition m e implies (4.11).

Remark: The converse implication is obvious. Moreover, in the separable Banach function
space fli =-L1 which is not of 1-stable type, the condition rn E is equivalent to the Bochner
integrability of -valued rv o U. Thus, the WLLN and the SLLN for the uniform empirical df
Gn are equivalent in this case.

Proof: Define the family of functions {fu; u T) on T by

uU[u,a/2), if u < 1/2,
fu:

(1 u)0[]/2, u), if u > 1/2.

Note that fu < ml for all uT and for every tT we have fu(t)--O as u0 and ul.
order continuity of the norm and the preceding remark yield that

The
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lira ]1 fu II O. (4.12)
u0, uT1

Choose an arbitrary number e > 0. By (4.12), there exists 5 G (0, 1/2) such that

, II [,,, 1/2)II _< /4, w, e (o, ),

and

(1 u)]1 ][1/2, u)[[ --< e/4, Vu (1 -5, 1).

Then for all $ > 2 II nI, 1 -] II v II II, we have

APr({ II o u m II > }) _< APt({ II o v m II > /2})

< APr({ II n[,1/2 II > A/2,u < })+ Pr({ II fl[1/2,)II > A/2,u > 1-5})

< APr({U <_ Ae/2})+ APt({1- U < Ae/2}) e.

Since e is arbitrary, this completes the proof of the proposition.

5. L-Statistics Given by the First Representation

Assume in this section the function g is Borel measurable. Only in this section we will also
confine ourselves to uniformly distributed rv’s. By the first representation of the L-statistic (2.1),
we have

I

Ln(a g) / g(G- 1)jdA + g(U,: 1)Cnl/n + g(U.: .)c../n
1In

"Tn + 7nl + 7nn" (5.1)

By Theorem 2.1 from van Zwet [22], it is known that the L-statistic L,(J, g) satisfies the SLLN if
g E Lp(T, A) and J Lq(T, A), for some 1 < p, q < cx3 such that p 1 + q 1 1 and T (0, 1).
For the proof of this result, Vitali’s theorem on convergence in the space Lp(T,A) has been
applied. The proof of Theorem 5.2 below relies on Vitali’s theorem on convergence in the space
LI(T [JI A) in conjunction with Theorem 3.2 on superposition operators.

Turning to the definition of the superposition operator, put

1 aet/log (), if t (0, 1/2),
h0,(): ()1-2(1-t)log2 ift[1/2,1),

and

2tlog2(-i-), if t C (0, 1/2),
h’(t):-

1-}(1/t)lg( )l-t’ ift[1/21),,

for some c > 1. Here, instead of the function w(t)- loga(1/t) one can take any nondecreasing
1

function w such that f[tw(t)]-1dr < . For a given M E (0,1), define also
0
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and

Mt, if t E (0, 1/2),
M,()"

1 -(1 t)/M, if t E [1/2, 1),

t/M, if t (0, 1/2),
hM, u(t)"

1 M(1 t), if t [1/2,1).

For every M [0, 1), define the superposition operator M by (3.2) with tM given by

g(hM, l(t)),
tM(t,x)" g(x),

g(hM, u(t)),

for x < hM, l(t),
for x [hM, l(t),hM, u(t)]
for x > hM, u(t),

for every t E T and x R,

We begin by extending Lemma 2.1 from [22].
Lemma 5.1: Let g be a Borel measurable function and let M [0,1). Then with

probability 1, tM(.,G-1) converges to g in Lebesgue measure, i.e., for every > O,

/n/rnoo({t e T: tM(t,{ l(t)) g(t) }) 0.

Proof: Suppose first that M = 0. By Corollary 1 in [16, p. 410] and by Theorem 2 in [16, p.
426], it follows that, with probability 1, 0(’, G-1)_ g o G-1 on the interval [1/n, 1- 1/n] for
sufficiently large n. Thus, the desired statement follows from Lemma 2.1 of [22] in this case.
Suppose now that M 6 (0,1) an choose an arbitrary number e > 0. By Lusin’s theorem there
exist a Borel set B C T and a continuous function gc defined on T such that A(B)_< e/2 and
g gc on T N Bc. Define Bn" {t E T:G-1 6 B). Then it follows form the classical SLLN that

n

lLno(Bn) ldrnol E B(Ui (B) a.s.

Define also An" {t e [logn/n, 1 -logn/n]:6z l(t)

_
[hM, l, hM, u]}. Since M < 1, it follows

from the estimate (10) in [16, p. 424] that with probability 1, An - for sufficiently large n.

Now, continuity of gc, the Glivenko-Cantelli theorem and the preceding remarks yield that, with
probability 1,

limA({t T: tM(t,j l(t)) g(t)

_
e}

_
,(B)

3- linm[A(Bn) 3- A(An) 3- 21Ogn n]
+ Zim({t T" gc(- l(t))- g(t) >_ e}) _< e

establishing the desired statement in the case M (0, 1) also. Lemma 5.1 is thus proved.

For a given function g and fore very M E [0,1), define the function gM by

gM(t): up{ g() " e [hM, l(t),hM, u(t)]), t T,
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and assume gM to be A-measurable (take an upper A-envelop if not).
and prove the first result.

Now we are ready to state

Theorem 5.2: Let g be a Borel measurable function. The L-statistic Ln(J,g represented by
(5.1) satisfies:

(1) the SLLN if fnl -[- nn---0 a.8., as u---cK), and

golJId < c," (5.3)
T

the WLLN if 7hi + 7nn-0 in probability, as n--,oc, and

gM[J[dA < cx, VM (0, 1).
T

(5.4)

Remark: If g is unbounded and u-shaped then ’nl + 7nn-’0 almost surely (in probability)
just by (5.3) (by (5.4), respectively). The first part of Theorem 5.2 also can be stated using an

integrability condition on the function gN from Theorem 3.2 of [22] which incorporates the
convergence 7hi + 7nn-0"

Proof: (1) By upper and lower almost sure bounds on O-1 (cf. Corollary 1 in [16, p. 426]
and Theorem 2 in [16, p. 426]), it follows that with probability 1 we have 0(.,G-1)_ goO-1
on the interval [l/n, 1- 1/n] for sufficiently large n. Moreover, 0(’,I)= g on T, where I
denotes the identity function I(t) t. Hence, by the representation (5.1), it is sufficient to prove
that, with probability 1,

(I)0- 1--*(I)0I in LI(T, JIA) as n--<x). (5.5)

For this we check the assumptions of Theorem 3.2. Since the composition of a A-measurable
function and a Borel measurable function is A-measurable, the function 0 in (5.2) is
superposition measurable. Moreover, just by the definition, the inequality [0(’,x)[ _< g0 holds
for all x E R, and hence, by the assumption (5.3), the induced superposition operator (I)0 maps
LI(T [J[A) into _I(T, [J[A). Thus, we are in position to apply Theorem 3.2. Due to the
finiteness of the measure [J[A and by the Glivenko-Cantelli Theorem, with probability 1, O-1
tends to I in the space _I(T, [J[A). Thus, an appeal to Theorem 3.2, assures us that with
probability 1 the sequence {(I)0(- i’n E N} C LI(T, [J[A) is of UAC norm. Hence, (5.4) holds
by Vitali’s theorem whenever with probability 1 the sequence 0(.,O-1) converges to g in
Lebesgue measure. But this is exactly what Lemma 5.1 says in the case M- 0. This completes
the first part of the proof.

(2) Choose an arbitrary number e > 0. By in-probability linear bounds on 5-1 (cf.
Inequality 1 in [16, p. 419]), there exist M M (0,1) and a subset Ane of w having
Pr(Ane > 1- e on which

g(G-l(t))- CMe(t O-l(t)), Vt [l/n, 1- 1/n].

Thus, by the representation (5.1), we have

1 1In
Pr({ Ln(J,g)- / gJdA >_ e}) <_ Pr(An / Pr({Tnl +n

1/n

[ Me(. ,l)_g [gdAe/2}).
T

(5.6)
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Now, as in the case (1), we conclude that (5.5) holds for the superposition operator OM instead
of 0, thereby proving the convergence to zero of the right side of (5.6). This completes he proof
of Theorem 5.2. l-1

6. L-Statistics Given by the Second Representation

We shall consider in this section the L-statistic

Ln(J’ g) E cni(J)g(Xn: i) (6.1)
i=1

for iid rv’s X1,...,Xn with the df F. Concerning the function g on TF-(a,b), assume

throughout this section that there exists a signed Lebesgue-Stieltjes (Radon) measure dg on TF
such that

g(t) / dg, t E TF.

[,t)

For such a g, its total variation function v(g) can be defined by

var(g;[c.t]).

v()(t)" O.
,.’(a;[t. ]).

for t (c,b),
for t- c,

for t e (a, c),

and the induced total variation measure denote by v(dg).
left-continuous and of locally bounded variation over TF.

These can be done if and only if g is

To justify the second representation of the L-statistic (6.1) assume that
1

gv(g) o pF- 1 d <
0

where F- l(t) inf{x TF" F(x) > t}, t (0,1). Note that (6.2) is equivalent to the finiteness
of two integrals with the positive variation function g + and the negative variation function g-
instead of the total variation function v(g) in (6.2), respectively. This in conjunction with the
expression g- g + -g- justifies the identity

Ln(J g) Jg o pF dg
0

19 -I- Tn. (6.3)

Turning to the superposition operator - j defined by (3.2), choose an arbitrary number

7 (1/2, 1) and put

Ixl A’

f Jc(s,t)ds,
re(t)

t e TF, X e , (6.4)
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where

Jc(s,t)- J(s)O(a,c)(t)/J(1--s)O[,b)(t), s,t E TF,

andre- E$
n (cf. (4.1) above). The number 7 in (6.4) is used to estimate the score function J

when it is unbounded (cf. (6.10) below).
An advantage of the following general statement is that it is true in a more general setting

than we use here. For example, the L-statistic and the corresponding empirical df -n can be
based on nonidentically distributed rv’s with an arbitrary dependence structure.

Theorem 6.1: For a given df F, a score function J and the function g as above assume that
(6.2) holds. Suppose that there exists a quasi-Banach function space B- (a(TF, v(dg)) II" II)
such that the superposition operator j induced by the function Cj given by (6.4) maps into

Ll(TF, v(dg)). Then the L-statistic (6.1) satisfies the SLLN (the WLI,N) whenever the empirical
df n based on the rv’s with the df F satisfies the SLLN (the WLLN, respectively) in .

Proof: It is clear that

Fn(t) Sn(t)

F(tO re(t)

Jc(s, t)ds, Yt TF.

By the Glivenko-Cantelli theorem, we have that, with probability 1,

ISl _< I--FI / 1/2 < 3’ on TF

for sufficiently large n. Hence, taking into account (6.3) and (6.4) we see that, with probability 1,

Ln(J, g)- O) Tn < / I(JSn v(dg), (6.6)
TF

for sufficiently large n. Due to the assumption, we have that Sn---m almost surely in lB. Hence,
by Theorem 3.1, the right side of (6.6) tends to zero as n--,cx. This establishes the first part of
the theorem. Turning to the second part, choose an arbitrary number e > 0. By Theorem 3.1
once again, there exists a number 5 di > 0 such that

Cjf lv(dg) < e

TF

for all f E such that II Y- m II - . Therefore, we have

Pr({ Ln(J, g) 01 > )) < Pr({sup S.(t) > 7}) + Pr({ /
E TF TFJ

Jsn v(dg) > e})

< Pr({sup F(t)- F(t) > 7- 1/2})+ Pr({ II Sn- m II >
tETF

and the second part of the theorem follows by the Glivenko-Cantelli theorem and the WLLN in B
for the empirical df Fn.

I-1

Invoking a score boundedness condition: there exists a finite constant C such that

J(t) _< CTp 1( 1 t)q 1, for -a.a. ti(O, 1); (6.7)
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for the quasi-Banach function space in Theorem 6.1, one can take the space p,q defined by
(4.8). In this way, Theorem 6.1 in conjunction with Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 yield:

Corollary 6.2: Assume to be given the df F, the function g as above and the score function J
such that (6.7) holds for some 0 < p, q < c. Then the L-statistic (6.1) satisfies the SLLN if

c b

/ Iv(g) la/Pf + / Iv(g) la/qdF < c (6.8)

and
c b

v(g) d(1- F)q < . (6.9)

Moreover, the L-statistic (6.1) satisfies the WLLN if only (6.9) holds.

Proof: The formula for integration by parts and the score boundedness condition (6.7) yield
that (6.2) is a consequence of (6.9). By (6.7) once again, it follows the existence of a finite
constant C C(p, q, 7) such that for the function Cj defined by (6.4) we have

ICj(’,x) < C{[[x p+ m P](,)+[I x [q+ [m q]a[,b0}
for all x E R. By virtue of the formula for integration by parts, we infer that m E if and only if
(6.9) holds. This in conjunction with (6.10) yields that the superposition operator j induced by
Cj (see (6.4)) maps _p,q(T, v(dg))into I_I(T v(dg)), and for the quasi-Banach function space in
Theorem 6.1 we can take the space Lp, q(T,v(dg)). Turning to the law of large numbers for the
empirical df in Lp, q, by (4.9) one can conclude that (4.11) holds iff (6.8) and (6.9) are satisfied.
Hence, by Theorem 4.2 the SLLN in _p,q holds, and the first part of the corollary follows from
Theorem 6.1. The second part corresponding to the WLLN follows in a similar way from
Theorem 6.1 in conjunction with Theorem 4.3. This completes the proof of Corollary 6.2. !-1

Note that conditions (6.8) and (6.9) reduce to (1.2) for the L-statistics (1.1). Next we show
that these conditions also are necessary when specialized to a subclass of L-statistics.

Proposition 6.3: I. Let F be a df, g be a left-continuous nonincreasing and nonnegative
function on TF and take the score function Jp(t) tp- 1, t (0, 1), for some p > O. lf, for the
L-statistic (6.1), we have

then

nli_.mLn(Jp, g) < c a.s., (6.11)

gl/PdF <
TF

(6.12)

II. Let g be a nonnegative Borel measurable function on T-(0,1) and let the score

function J be nonnegative. Consider the L-statistic (2.1) based on uniformly distributed rv’s. If
(6.11) holds with the score function J instead of Jp, then

g(t)J(2t)dt < cx3.

T

Remark: The necessity question for the WLLN is more complicated. Recall that A-
integrability (of g o X) is a necessary and sufficient condition for the WLLN to hold in the
classical setting (J- 1).
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Proof: I. Putg-" -g. By Abel’s .identity, one can conclude that

()

TF

Note that the integral is equal to I[ -n [I pP where [[. ]] p is the function quasi-norm on the space
Ikp(TF, dg-), 0 < p < oo, and by the triangle inequality we have

Hence, due to the assumption (6.11), we have

lim n- 1 II 0[x.,)II p < oo a.s.

Thus, by independence, the Borel-Cantelli lemma and identical distributions, one can conclude
that

cx3 > E II niX, b)II p (g(t) g(b))l/pF(dt) 2- 1/p / gl/PdF">_
TF {t: g(t) > 2g(b)}

This implies (6.12) as required.

II. Take a sequence {an’n E } defined by an: -logn/n.
[16, p. 424], we have that with probability 1

By the third relation in (10) in

for all sufficiently large n.

sttp I- l(t)/t _< 2
an <t<l

Hence, due to the assumption, it follows that

1/2 1

cx >di_,rnLn(J, g)>dim/goplJd$ > 1/2/J(2t)g(t)dt.
an 0

This completes the proof of Proposition 6.3.

By the aforementioned result form Mason [12], the condition (6.8) is stronger than (6.9) if
p > 1 and q > 1. The next statement compliments this case by providing still another sufficient
condition. The proof given below differs very little from that used for the proof of Theorem 3 in
Wellner [19]. Namely, the 1LN in the space -I for the empirical df is used instead of the SLLN in
a sup-norm. The improvement consists that one can take a logarithmic factor in the definition of
the function h (cf. Assumption 1 in [19]) instead of the power function t- for some 8 > 0. For
simplicity, we give the proof for uniformly distributed rv’s and assume that p = q in the scores
boundedness condition (6.7).

Theorem 6.4: Let the function g be as above and let the score function J be such that for
some 1 < p < o0 there exists a finite constant C such that

J(t) <_ C[t(1 t)]p- 1, for A-a.a. t E (0,1). (6.13)

Then the L-statistic (2.2) based on uniformly distributed rv’s satisfies the SLLN if

1

m P[log(e/I m I)](p- 1)v(dg) < (6.14)
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for some c > 1.

Remarks: 1. Instead of thf function w(t)=loga(1/t)in (6.14), one can take any
nondecreasing function w such that f[tw(t)]-idt

0
2. An analogous proof in the case 0 < p < 1 gives a weaker result than that in Corollary 6.2.

But the condition for the WLLN appears to be the same as in Corollary 6.2.

Proof: Due to assumption (6.13), it follows that

Gn(t)
J(s)ds

I,(t)

Jc(s,t)ds < S.(t) p- 1 V Im(t) p- X .(t)- re(t) I,

for all t E T (0, 1), where the function Jc is given by (6.5). By the SLLN for the empirical df in
a sup-norm (cf. Theorem 1 in [16, p. 410]), it follows that, with probability 1, the inequality

ISn[p- 1 _< 2[m [P- 1[log(1 lira )]a(p- 1) on T

holds for sufficiently large n. Hence, with probability 1, for all sufficiently large n

(.(t)

// JdAg(dt
G

< ][1 m Ilog((1/Im )](P- 1 ISn m v(dg). (6.15)
T

Thus, by Theorem 4.1 for the Banach function space LI(T,u with

, [I m log’(1/I m I)]’-lv(dg),

the right side of (6.15) approaches zero almost surely as
representation (2.2), we arrive to the conclusion of Theorem 6.4.

Hence, due to the second
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